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Diagnostics of students’ degree of tolerance to migrants from different confessions and
cultures
For common diagnostics of tolerance degree was used express questionnaire “Index of
tolerance” developed by Soldatova G., Kravtsova O., Huhlaev O. and Shaigerova L., modified
by Leontiev.
Stimulate material of questionnaire was made of statements which show both common relations
to the surrounding world and other social groups and social settings in different spheres of
interactions, where tolerance and intolerance are shown. Statements showing attitude to some
social groups (for example, minorities, mentally ill people and poor people) are also included
into methodic. Special attention is paid to ethnic tolerance-intolerance (attitude to people of other
race and ethnic group, own ethnic group, cultural distance assisment). Two subscales of
questionnaire are supposed to diagnose ethnical tolerance and social tolerance. Respondents
filled in the answers sheet.
We got the average statistical indicator of common tolerance of respondents thanks to express
questionnaire “Index of tolerance”. Indicator is 58,2 points and it’s average.
We saw gender differences but they are not really big. It’s 60,0 points for girls and 57,2 points
for boys. As expected, girls are more tolerant to other ethnic groups than boys.
Tolerant and intolerant manifestations to different social groups (minorities, criminals and
mentally ill people) and personal settings to some social processes were studied on a “social
tolerance” subscale.
Most respondents (93%) showed average level of social tolerance, also some of them shoed high
level (6%). We should to pay attention to the fact that almost nobody showed low level, which
tells of readiness to rational conflict resolutions with different social groups.
We got interesting results by “ethnic tolerance” subscale during the diagnostics. The highest
results (high level of tolerance which is 28,2 points) were shown by respondents who live in
Moscow since birth (46 people). After them, by a large margin, are the respondents who live in
Moscow from 6 to 10 years (12 people). They got average level (29,0 points). On the last place
are the respondents who live in Moscow more than 10 years (22 people). They got average level
(28,5 points)

